Passive voice
Mixed tenses: present perfect and past perfect

Exercise 4. Rewrite the sentences in the passive.

Look. They haven't changed anything in this room.
Look. Nothing ..............................................................................................................................

I realized that they had misunderstood my idea.
I realized that my idea ..................................................................................................................

Nobody informed me that the director had postponed the meeting.
Nobody informed me that the ......................................................................................................

Listen. McDonald's have offered you the job.
Listen. ...........................................................................................................................................

My partners accepted my proposal after they had considered it carefully.
My partners accepted my proposal after ...................................................................... carefully.

I left the restaurant because nobody had served me for half an hour.
I left the restaurant because ............................................................................... for half an hour.

The parcel should arrive tomorrow. We have already sent it.
The parcel should arrive tomorrow. ............................................................................................

Why have teenagers chosen coca-cola as a number one drink?
Why ........................................................................................................ as a number one drink?

Had they caught the burglars before they left your house?
......................................................................................................... before they left your house?

To be honest, my parents have never supported me.
To be honest, .............................................................................................................................
Answer key

Exercise 4

Look. Nothing has been changed in this room.

I realized that my idea had been misunderstood.

Nobody informed me that the meeting had been postponed by the director.

Listen. You have been offered the job by McDonald's.

My partners accepted my proposal after it had been considered carefully.

I left the restaurant because I had not been served for half an hour.

The parcel should arrive tomorrow. It has already been sent.

Why has coca-cola been chosen by teenagers as a number one drink?

Had the burglars been caught before they left your house?

To be honest, I have never been supported by my parents.